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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to write a book for a teacher to use to teach beginning clarinet.
It is designed for use in private lessons; it is not a band method book. The thing that
distinguishes this method book from others is that it finds a way to integrate ear training in
with learning an instrument. Ear training is the most important thing for a beginner musician
to be exposed to, but it tends to be neglected (in the author’s experience). In this book the
student would ideally be progressing equally as far in their skills on the instrument as they are
in their ear training skills. To accomplish this, the book will draw from the “Kodaly
Method,” which uses folk music, or already composed tunes, to teach ear training and
musicality. This makes for a more interesting musical experience for a student and also
exposes them to a wide variety of high quality and mature music. With this combination of
goals, particularly including an emphasis on ear training, the book will explore ways to start
students on beginning instruments with as much overall musical learning as possible.
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Foreword
As you will see, this book is very highly based on the format of the Kodaly
Method. I have used this as a guide because I think this method introduces new concepts
in a logical fashion, and in a sequence that fits well with how a beginner develops
musically (for example by starting off with nursery rhyme intervals, which are easier to
sing and understand than going up and down a major scale.) I also like the philosophy of
not introducing concepts before a student needs to know them, and have tried to follow
through with that in this book.
One definite concern in the format of this book is what to do if the student cannot
match pitch at the beginning. I believe that everyone can match pitch – it is a skill, so
some might have more trouble than others, but with patience and good teaching, I think
any student can learn how to do it. At the beginning of the book, if the student cannot
match pitch on the sol and mi syllables, then the teacher may start with having her sing a
pitch of her own. Some have trouble because their vocal range is higher or lower than the
average person, so see where the student is comfortable singing. When the student sings a
note, the teacher should then match their pitch. The student will hear how it feels when
two people are singing the same note. The teacher should experiment, too, maybe by
sliding her voice up and down and having the student raise her hand when she thinks they
are both singing the same note. It may be that at first the teacher will not be able to have
the student sing in the same key that the clarinet exercises are in, and may need to come
up with exercises of her own for extra practice. I think it is worth it, however; music
makes more sense when the student can understand it aurally, and many skills later on
will come more easily.
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I included the rhythm exercises, short hand, and syllables with the thought “If the
student can’t sing it, they can’t play it.” This applies to everything actually, but I believe
it more practically to be true of reading rhythm than anything else. It is much easier to
look at a rhythm and sing it than it is to have a clarinet in your mouth, reading notes and
remembering fingerings, while at the same time trying to read a difficult new rhythm. But
the exercises are really quite flexible; the ones I have provided are just to give an
example of what a teacher can do. The teacher can have the student read them, or the
teacher can dictate them and have the student write them down using the short hand I
provided. Either way, I definitely encourage doing some form of rhythm dictation every
week to help ensure understanding. The dictation would work like this: the teacher would
read the rhythm three times, or as many times as is necessary, and the student would
write it down with the short hand. After the student and teacher go over the correct
answer to the dictation, the student would continue on to write the rhythm out on an
actual staff. This gives her an opportunity to practice drawing a staff, which can help
improve her reading skills because it demonstrates understanding of the staff.
I mention when I first introduce tonguing that I do not want to get very specific
about how to tongue. Outside of this, one of the things I notice about other method books
is that they plunge into teaching tonguing right away, when really it is easier to produce a
sound when slurring at the beginning. It is key to make sure students are tonguing, but I
start off with the first few of the exercises slurred so that the student can work on
producing a tone first, then when they can really focus on adding tonguing to the mix, I
introduced tongued exercises.
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I introduced new notes in this sequence – first learning the left hand, then learning
the right hand, then learning the upper register. This is an obvious way to do it, but I
wanted to mention that when I introduce the right hand, I have the exercises just focus on
that hand for a little while. I did that so teachers can use this opportunity to employ
whatever methods they like to talk about the right hand and thumb position, and they also
can practice it without having to worry about what the left hand is doing. Later the
exercises involve both hands.
Those are a few of the aspects of this book that I thought might need some
explanation. I hope most of the rest of it speaks for itself and teaches a student how to
play an instrument with strong all around musical skills and understanding.
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Assembling the Clarinet
1. Always open the case right side up. Take the reed out of its case and moisten
the thin end of it in your mouth.
2. With the reed still in your mouth, hold the
upper joint in your right hand, and the
lower joint in the left hand. Press down on
the keys in the right hand, and slide the two
pieces together so that the two parts of the
bridge along the side of the clarinet fit
together (as seen here and on the previous
page). The thumb rest and thumbhole on
the back should line up with each other. Do
not force the pieces of the clarinet
together! Often with a new clarinet the
corks on the ends of the joints may stick,
and will need to be greased with the stick of
cork grease in the case.
3. Slide the bell on the lower joint.
4. Slide the mouthpiece into the small end of the barrel.
5. Take off the ligature, and place the reed on the open face of the mouthpiece,
thin end up. The reed should line up evenly on the facing of the mouthpiece,
with just a hair sliver of mouthpiece showing above the reed (really only a
hair!) Hold the reed in place with your thumb and slide the ligature on top,
and screw into place. Your ligature may have two screws, just be careful not
to fix them so tight you cannot undo them! However, the reed should be
secure enough that it does not slide around.
6. Holding the barrel in one hand and the clarinet in the other, slide the barrel
onto the upper joint.
It is recommended that the beginner start on a strength 2 ½ reed, and move up to
strength 3 within a few months.
Use this picture as a guide for the placement of the reed on the mouthpiece. One
should see a small sliver of mouthpiece above the reed. The reed should be well
secured with the ligature – not able to slide around.
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Getting Ready to Play
Posture
1. Find a comfortable chair with no armrests.
2. When sitting, you should be on the edge of the seat, not resting
against the back of the chair, with your back straight and both feet
flat on the floor.
3. The clarinet should be at an angle so that the bell is about around
your knees – not straight up and down, nor with the bell far away
from your body.
4. Use this picture as a guide for posture:
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Hand Position
1. The right hand goes
on the bottom of the
clarinet, with the
thumb underneath the
thumb rest coming off
the back. Your thumb
is how you support
the clarinet; it should
not really rest on any
other part of your
hand.
2. The left hand goes on
the top of the clarinet.
3. Curve your index,
middle, and third
fingers
over
the
corresponding holes.
Your left pinky is free
to press the three keys
on the side of the clarinet, and your right is free to press the four
keys at the bottom. The left thumb covers the hole on the back of
the clarinet most of the time.
4. Use this picture as a guide for hand position.
5. As you practice more, here are some common problems to read
about and be aware of:
a. Make sure you always have your fingers curved over the
keys, not flat or hovering far above them. Even when you’re
not using them, if your fingers are always curved close to the
keys, it is comfortable and easier to play faster.
b. The thumb rest should be on the outer side of the joint of the
thumb – it will be hard to get used to holding the weight of
the clarinet no matter what, but holding it correctly will
make it easier.
c. Do not rest the side keys of the clarinet on your right index
finger – or any other part of your hand. Your mouth and
your thumb should support the main weight of the clarinet.
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Embouchure
You will hear a lot about “embouchure” as you learn to play. It comes
from the French word for mouth – bouche – and it refers to the position
that your mouth is in when you play. This is one of the most important
things to having good tone. The first time you play, you may want to
blow into just the mouthpiece. Next, when you can make a sound, put
the whole clarinet together and practice making a sound and holding the
clarinet.
1. Rest your top teeth on the top of the mouthpiece.
2. Curl your bottom lip over your bottom teeth – your bottom lip will
be touching the reed, not your teeth.
3. Close your mouth around the mouthpiece, firmly, so that no air
escapes. Your chin should be flat, not bunched; the corners of your
lips should be tight.
4. Shape the inside of your mouth as if you are saying “oo” and blow
a steady stream of air through the clarinet. Good luck!
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Practicing Tips
1. Find a quiet place to practice where you will not be distracted.
2. Do not worry about how other people might think you sound.
Tone takes time to develop – be your own judge, but have
patience.
3. When you are first learning to play, you should practice in small
increments – maybe 10 minutes at a time. A goal to work up to is
about a half hour a day. Sometimes it helps to schedule practice
sessions in.
4. It is OK to take breaks, especially if you are getting tired or
frustrated!
5. When practicing an exercise, try not to get it right just once and
move on, get it right 3 times and then move on to something new.
You will find the next time you play you will remember it better!
6. Enjoy! Playing an instrument is hard work but can be a very
rewarding experience.
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1. Teacher sings Sol – Mi intervals with hand signs, student imitates.
2. When student can match pitch acceptably on intervals, teacher only uses
hand signs and student sings pitches indicated.
Which pitch is higher, sol or mi? Which is lower?
Knowing that, now try reading the pitches:
1.

2.

3.
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Treble Clef – Every musical staff has a clef (clef is French
for “key”) that indicates how to read the spaces and lines.
There are many different kinds of clefs. In a treble staff, the
curl around the second line from the bottom means that
notes on that line are called “G.”
Double Bar Line – Double Bar Lines indicate the end of the
piece.
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The teacher may not want the students to tongue their notes from the start so
they can focus on tone production.

With these two notes, play long tones with your teacher. Try to hold them for as
long as you can with good tone. Listen to your instructor for a model of good
sound.
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After you are comfortable playing these notes, try alternating them, then playing
them a little faster.
1.

2.

Slur – A slur connecting two (or more) notes means that the
player does not re-articulate or leave any silence between
the notes.
3.
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Now tap your foot to a slow, steady beat. When your foot goes up and down
once, a beat goes by. The time it takes for it to go up is half the beat, and the
time it takes for it to go down is the other half of the beat.

Eighth notes - One eighth note equals half a beat. This is
what a single eighth note looks like:

This is what two eighth notes look like:

If you sing a song like Yankee Doodle and tap your foot along with it, you can
feel that, for example at the beginning, two notes go by for one foot tap. Those
are eighth notes; that is how they feel in a song.
When writing rhythms down quickly, particularly in rhythm dictations
later on, you can write eighth notes like this – without the note
heads.
When vocalizing eighth note rhythms, use the syllables do-de, pronounced “dooday.”
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Tap your foot and vocalize this rhythm with the rhythm syllables:

1. Before playing this exercise, dictate the rhythm using “do-de do-de.”
2. Play.

To start these notes, place your tongue on the tip of the read and take it off while
blowing air through the horn. This is called tonguing. Think of saying “doo-doodoo” - this is similar to how it should sound and feel. Do not stop the notes with
your tongue, only start them.
*There are many ways to teach tonguing - and many teachers have a method they like
the best. For example, some teachers allow a student to anchor tongue if that is what
they do naturally, and others have all students tongue with the tip of the tongue. To allow
for flexibility in the teaching style, I have decided to give a minimal amount of direction
as far as tonguing goes.

1. Before playing this exercise, dictate the rhythm using “do-de do-de”.
2. Hand-sign the exercise, (no singing) with F as sol and D as mi.
3. Sing and hand sign.
4. Play.
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Quarter Note - A quarter note lasts for a whole beat; it
equals two eighth notes. When you tap your foot to a steady
beat, each rotation of up-and-down is a quarter note.

You can vocalize quarter notes as “doo.”
Right now, we will write quarter notes as just stems, similar to the
eighth notes:

The students may either sing these exercises using the rhythm syllables “doo”
and “do-de”, or the teacher may dictate them using the rhythm syllables and the
student may write down the dictation using this shorthand.
1.

2.
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Measure – For ease of reading, music is separated into
measures.
Time Signature – Time signatures always appears after
the clef. The top number designates how many beats are in
a measure. The bottom note tells what kind of note (quarter
note, eighth note) equals one beat. In this time signature,
there are 2 beats in a measure, and a quarter note (the four
stands for quarter note) gets the beat. This means that
there can be two quarter notes in a measure, or 4 eighth
notes, or one quarter note and two eighth notes.
How many beats to a measure are there in 4/4 time? 5/4
time?
If an eighth note is represented by an 8, what does 6/8
mean?
Bar Lines – Appear at the end of every measure.
Time to Play:
1. Sing “Cuckoo” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing the exercise.
3. Play.
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Letter names indicate exact pitches, but solfa syllables indicate the relationships
between the pitches, so the solfa syllables will not be notated in same place all
the time. However, when sol is on a line, mi is always on the line below. When
sol is in a space, mi is always in the space below.
1. Sing “Cuckoo” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign the exercise with G as sol and E as mi.
3. Sing and sign the exercise – even though solfege syllables do not indicate
exact pitches, when they are applied to music like this, the student should
be singing what is on the staff. In this case when singing sol, it should
sound a G, and mi should sound an E.
4. Play “Cuckoo.”

1. Sing with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing the exercise.
3. Play exercise.
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Review sol and mi - the syllables we already know. Try playing something with
sol and mi and have the student sing back with names and hand signs.

1. Teacher plays “Bounce High.”
2. There is a new note in Bounce High, is it higher or lower than the ones we
already know?
3. Teacher sings exercise with solfege and hand signs to student. The new note
is called la.
4. Student sings and hand signs back.
5. Teacher plays “Bounce High” and student plays it back on clarinet.
6. Have student write out Bounce High with rhythm short hand and S, M, and L
over each note.
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Quarter Note Rest - This is a quarter note rest. When this is
on the staff it means that the player is silent for a whole beat
(in 2/4 and other time signatures).

We will notate a quarter note rest like this in shorthand:
You can say “rest” when you are dictating rhythms and see a rest.
Try saying these rhythms – or have the teacher say them and the student notate
them.

1.
2.

3.
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1. Sing with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sign with solfa, with sol as G or F and mi as E or D.
3. Play.

Repeat Sign - This is a repeat symbol; when you finish
repeat the song from the beginning with no pause in the
rhythm.
1. Sing “Lucy Locket” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign, and sing.
3. Play.
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When skipping from E to A, roll your first finger to the A key, don’t lift it up and put
it back down.
1. Sing “Rain, Rain” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sing with hand signs, with sol as G, mi as E, and A as La.
3. Play.

Even when you are not skipping from E to A, you should always be rolling your
first finger onto the A key.
1. Sing “Icha Backa” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.
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Breath Mark – A comma is a place where the composer
wants you to take a breath. It usually marks the ending of a
phrase of music – similar to how a period ends a sentence.
1. Sing “Plainses, Clapsies” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.

Practicing:
Teacher sings “Blue Bells,” student sings back with hand signs, then writes it out
with rhythm shorthand and S, M and L over each note.
Teacher sings “Rain, Rain,(” student sings back with hand signs, and then writes
out with rhythm shorthand and S, M and L over each note.
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1. Sing “Blue Bells” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.

Remember: Are you rolling your first finger when jumping from E to A?
1. Sing “The Wishing Song” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “See Saw” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.
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1. Sing “Bye Baby Bunting” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.

1. Teacher plays “Ring Around the Rosy.”
2. There is a new note in “Ring Around the Rosy.” Is it higher or lower than the
ones we already know?
3. Teacher sings exercise with solfege and hand signs to student. The new note
is called do.
4. Student sings and hand signs back.
5. Have student write out “Ring Around the Rosy” with rhythm shorthand and S,
M, L, and D over each note.
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1. Sing “Ring Around the Rosy” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “I See the Moon” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.
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1. Sing “Fuzzy Wuzzy” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.
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4/4 Time – Up until now, all our exercises have been in 2/4
time. Remember that in a time signature the top note is the
number of beats to a measure, and the bottom note is the
kind of note that gets a beat. In 4/4 time, there are 4 beats to
a measure, and a quarter note gets a beat. How many
quarter notes can there be in a measure? Eighth notes?
1. Sing “Johnny Caught A Flea” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “Teddy Bear” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.
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Tie – When you see a slur tying two notes together that are
the same note, it is called a tie. A tie adds the rhythm of the
two notes together – for example, if there are two quarter
note Cs tied together in 4/4 or 2/4 time, you hold the C for
two beats.

1. Sing “Mother, Mother” with rhythm syllables. For the notes tied together,
say “doo” for two beats.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.
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Half Notes – A half note is equal to two quarter notes, or two
beats in 4/4 or 2/4 time.

For rhythm dictations, you can notate half notes like this:
Say “doo” for two beats when you are dictating rhythms and see a half note.

Half Note Rest – A half note rest is equal to two quarter
note rests, or silence for 2 beats in 4/4 or 2/4 time.

For rhythm dictations, you can notate half note rests like this:
Say “rest, rest” for two beats when you are dictating rhythms and see a half note
rest.
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Try saying these rhythms, or have the teacher dictate them and the student
notate them:

1.

2.

1. Sing “Mother, Mother” with rhythm syllables.
2. Play.
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Ledger Lines – Are a way of extending the staff to include
lower notes in a way that is easier to read than if the staff
had more than 5 lines.

Octave – An octave is the distance between 8 notes.
The reason that we have introduced two notes named A is
that every 8 notes, the musical alphabet repeats itself. It
goes from A to G and then starts over again.
Try playing a low A and an E, then a low A and a high A. Try
playing these notes together with your teacher. What do you
notice about the relationship between the intervals?
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When playing with the right hand, be careful always to keep your fingers curled
and hovering over the keys, even when you are not using them. Imagine that
your fingers make a backwards-C shape or that you are holding an egg in your
right hand. The thumb rest should rest on the edge of the knuckle that is near the
thumbnail. Your thumb is the only thing that should hold the clarinet up.
1. Sing “The Counting Song” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing with solfege – most likely this should be sung up an octave.
3. Play.

1. Sing with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing with solfege (up an octave if necessary).
3. Play.
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Flat –This symbol is called a “flat.” So far all the notes
learned have been “natural.” When there is a flat in front of a
note, it means that we will play a different, lower, pitch than
the natural one that is usually on that space or line. In this
case, if we had a G going up to a B natural, the B would be a
little too high to sound the sol-mi interval, so it needs to be
lowered to a B flat. When a pitch has a flat in front of it, any
other time it appears it will be flat until it is cancelled out by a
bar line. For example, in measure three of “Goodnight,” the
second B in the measure is still a B flat.
Accidental – an accidental is a symbol such as a flat that
changes the pitch of a note
1. Sing “Goodnight” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing (up an octave).
3. Play.

1. Sing “The Mill Wheel” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing (up an octave).
3. Play.
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Key Signature – A key signature indicates which notes in a
piece are flat or sharp. In “Bell Horses”, since the flat is on
the B line, all of the Bs in this piece will be flat unless
indicated otherwise.
1. Sing “Bell Horses” with rhythm syllables.
2. Hand sign; sing.
3. Play.
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1. Sing “Mouse, Mousie” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing (up an octave).
3. Play.
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1. Teacher plays “Hot Cross Buns.”
2. What are the two syllables we already know in “Hot Cross Buns”? Sing the
song with just the known syllables and hum the unknown syllable.
3. Is the new syllable higher or lower than mi? Higher or lower than do?
4. Teacher sings exercise (up an octave) with solfege and hand signs to student.
The new note is called Re.
5. Student sings and hand signs back.
6. Teacher plays “Hot Cross Buns,” and student plays it back by ear.
7. Have student write out “Hot Cross Buns” with rhythm shorthand and M, R, and
D over the notes

Pentatonic Scale – You now know all the notes that make
up a pentatonic scale. Penta means five, and a scale is a
sequence of notes that goes up and down and is organized
by pitch. Therefore, a pentatonic scale is a scale with just 5
notes.
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Improvising – Improvising is when you make up something
on the spot. This is a very good skill to have as a musician,
especially if you are a jazz musician – but even for those
who are not, it is a great way to exercise your ear and
imagination.
With your teacher, try improvising with call and response exercises, first in C
Pentatonic, then in F Pentatonic. You may use any of the notes in the above
exercises. The person to call will play something for four bars (or longer if they
want), but they cannot end on C, the person to answer will play for four bars, and
then end on C. When playing in F, the person calling will play, and end on any
note other than F. The person answering will play, and end on F.
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1. Sing “Hop Old Squirrel” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing (up an octave).
3. Play.

1. Sing “Closet Key” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing (up an octave).
3. Play.

1. Sing “Bow Wow” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing (up an octave).
3. Play.
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Remember that the solfege syllables are not exact pitches. They only designate
the relationships between pitches. One thing to help when reading solfege is to
remember that when do and mi are on lines, re is in the space between (like in
“Grandma Grunts”). When do and mi are in spaces, re is on the line between
them.
1. Sing “Grandma Grunts” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Whole note – A whole note is equal to 2 half notes, or 4
quarter notes, or four beats in 4/4 time.

For rhythm dictations, you can notate a whole note like this:
Say “doo” for four beats when you are dictating rhythms and see a whole note.

Whole Rest – A whole rest is equal to 2 half rests, or 4
quarter rests, or 4 beats of silence in 4/4 or 2/4 time.

For rhythm dictations, you can notate a whole note rest like this:
Say “rest, rest, rest, rest” for four beats when you are dictating
rhythms and see a whole note rest.
If you are having trouble remembering the difference between the half rest and
whole note rest notation you can think of it like this: A whole rest looks like a hat
with the bottom up. The half note rest looks like a hat with the bottom down. The
hat with the bottom up can hold more beats than the hat with the bottom down,
so the whole rest is longer than the half rest.
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Try saying these rhythms, or have the teacher dictate them and the student
notate them:

1.

2.

Upper Register - We will now learn about the upper register on the clarinet. To
play these notes, you may have to adjust your left hand thumb a little higher so
that it can press the “register key.” Your embouchure will need to be firm, with a
flat chin.
1. Before reading any exercises, try just playing a low G. When you feel that you
have solid tone and embouchure, touch the register key. Do this with Bb as well.
Another way to approach this is to have the student play a low G or Bb, and
when their tone is stable, have the teacher hit the register key for the student.
This way (if all goes well) they will understand that they do not have to do
anything extra except have a firm embouchure in preparation.
2. The upper note that comes out will probably sound higher than you expect, but
it is not a squeak. Your ear will probably expect to hear the interval of an octave,
but the register key on the clarinet raises the pitch by a 12th (12 notes higher than
the bottom pitch).
3. When you are comfortable with the sound of the upper register, try playing
“Register Leaps.”
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1. Sing above exercise with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “Cuckoo” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Again, try slurring from C to high G. When you are comfortable with the slur, try
playing the next exercise.
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1. Sing “Little Sally Waters” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “Suo-Gan” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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1. Sing “Rover” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “Lullaby” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Jim Along Josie lyrics
Hey! Come along, Jim along Josie
Hey! Come along, Jim along Joe.
(Repeat melody)
Hey! Run along, Jim along Josie.
Hey! Run along, Jim along Joe.
Etc. with “jump along”, “skip along” or any other movement words that fit
1. Sing “Jim Along Josie” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing (and/or sing with lyrics).
3. Play.

Dynamics – dynamics are used to describe how loud to
play. Music is like a language, but when we talk we do not
speak in a monotone. Sometimes when we are excited we
talk loudly, and other times we talk quietly. The same goes
with music. When a musician plays with dynamics, they are
better able to express the meaning of the song.
Piano – Piano means to play softly.
Forte – Forte means to play with more volume.
A Lullaby is meant to be soothing and quiet for a baby to fall
asleep to. “Jim Along Josie” is a more energetic song, meant
to be something that a kid would move or jump to.
Now try playing “Lullaby” loudly and “Jim Along Josie” softly.
Try playing “Lullaby” softly and “Jim Along Josie” loudly.
Which do you think better fits with the intent of each song?
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When skipping from
may leave your right
you would cover all
makes jumping from
easier.

the bottom to the top register on notes like G and A, you
fingers down to cross the break. In this example, on the G
three holes in the right hand, and then play the C. This
notes that do not have many fingers down to ones that do

1. Sing “Bye, Bye, Baby” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

Again, on the A in measure 4, to make crossing the break easier, you can put
your right hand down.
1. Sing “Merrily We Roll Along” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Common Time – Common time is another way of writing 4/4
time.
1. Sing “Swing A-Lady Uptom” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play – remember to put down your right hand on the A to go over the
register break.

Mezzo Forte – Mezzo forte means to play medium loud – a
bit softer than forte.
1. Sing “Here Comes A Bluebird” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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1. Sing “Button” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “Johnny Taps With One Hammer” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “Do, Do Pity My Case” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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1. Sing “Sleep, Baby, Sleep” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play (remember to leave the right hand down when going over the register
jump).
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1. Teacher plays “Old Mister Rabbit.”
2. What are the syllables we already know in “Old Mister Rabbit”? Sing the song
with just the known syllables and hum the unknown syllable.
3. Is the new syllable higher or lower than syllables we know?
4. Teacher sings exercise with solfege and hand signs to student. The new
syllable is low la, it is an octave lower than the la we have been singing.
5. Student sings and hand signs back.
6. Teacher plays “Old Mister Rabbit” and student plays it back by ear.
7. Have student write out “Old Mister Rabbit” with rhythm shorthand and M, R,
D, and L over the notes.
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Dotted Half Note – A dot adds half the length again of the
note before it. Half of a half note is a quarter note. A quarter
note plus a half note is three beats – so in 4/4 or 2/4 time, a
half note gets three beats.

When doing rhythm dictations, you can notate a dotted half note like
this:
Say “doo” for three beats when you are dictating rhythms and see a dotted half
note.
Try saying these rhythms, or have the teacher dictate them and the student
notate them:

1.

2.
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Round – This song is played as a round. The first player
starts alone, and when s/he gets to the number one, the
second player starts at the beginning. If there is a third
player, s/he joins when the second player is at one (or the
first player is at 2).
Duet – When two people play together.
Solo – When someone plays alone.

1. Sing “Rattlesnake” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Mezzo Piano – Mezzo piano stands for medium piano. It
means to play just a little louder than piano, or moderately
soft.
1. Sing “Jim Along Josie (#2)” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Downbeat – When you tap your foot to a song, the part of
the beat in which your foot is traveling down is the downbeat
– the first half of a beat, or the “do” in “do-de.”
Upbeat – When you tap your foot to a song, the part of the
beat in which your foot is traveling up is the upbeat – the
second half of a beat, or the “de” in “do-de.”
Pick-Up Note – A pick-up note is a note (or more than one)
that happens before strong downbeats. This is easy to
imagine if you think of the lyrics to “A-Tisket A-Tasket”:
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A-Tisket A-Tasket
A green and yellow basket
I sent a letter to my love
And on the way I lost it
I lost it, I lost it
Yes, on the way I lost it
All of the phrases in this song start on upbeats – tap your foot and
recite the words, and emphasize the downbeats at the beginnings of
phrases: A-TISket, A-Tasket, A GREEN and yellow basket, I SENT a
letter to my love…etc. This is the idea of a pick-up note; the phrase
does not start on beat 1. Pick-up notes can also be quarter notes or
half notes and many other rhythms.
1. Sing the rhythm of “A-Tisket A-Tasket” with rhythm syllables. For the
eighth note pickup, since it is an upbeat, you only have to say “de” (“De
Doo Do-De Doo.”)
2. Sing and sign.
3. Play.

Dotted Quarter - Eighth – When a quarter note has a dot
after it, half the duration – an eighth note - is added to it. A
dotted quarter equals one and a half beats. It gets two
downbeats but only one upbeat.
From the pick-up in “A-Tisket A-Tasket” we can see that
eighth notes don’t always have to come in twos. They can be
by themselves, as well. A common rhythm is to have a
dotted quarter followed by an eighth note.
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A dotted quarter - eighth note rhythm is 2 beats long in 4/4
and 2/4 time.

When doing rhythm dictations, you can notate a dotted half note like
this. The line with the dot is the dotted quarter, and the dash is the
lone eighth. Eighths by themselves will always be notated as dashes
in shorthand.
Say “doo” for a beat and a half and “de” for the eighth if you are dictating rhythms
and see a dotted quarter eighth.
Try saying these rhythms, or have the teacher dictate them and the student
notate them:
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1.

2.

3.

1. Sing “The Bell Cow” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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1. Teacher plays “Hush Little Baby.”
2. What are the syllables we already know in “Hush Little Baby”? Sing the song
with just the known syllables and hum the unknown syllable.
3. Is the new syllable higher or lower than syllables we know?
4. Teacher sings exercise with solfege and hand signs to student. The new
syllable is low sol. It is an octave lower than the sol we have been singing.
5. Student sings and hand signs back.
6. Teacher plays “Hush Little Baby” and student plays it back by ear.
7. Have student write out “Hush Little Baby” with rhythm shorthand and M, R, D,
and S over the notes.
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1. Sing “I Had Four Brothers” with rhythm syllables. This has a quarter
note pick-up – it is simply “doo.”
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “Lady Come Down” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing – this is another round, so the student and the teacher
can sing it as one.
3. Play, first with the student by him/herself, then with the teacher as a
round.
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Crescendo – The open carrot is a crescendo – it means to
get louder as you play. Notice this song starts at mezzo
forte, and at the end of the crescendo the player should be
playing forte.
1. Sing “The Old Red Wagon” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “My Old Hammer” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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1. Sing “Mary Had A Baby” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Decrescendo – The closed carrot is a decrescendo – it
means to get softer as you play. Notice this song starts at
piano, gets louder to a forte, and decrescendos to a piano,
and then has a small crescendo-decrescendo at the end.
Measure Numbers – These help the musician keep track of
where they are in the piece. They are very useful for
rehearsing in ensembles in particular.
1. Sing “I’ve Been to Haarlem” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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1. Sing “Sweep Away” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “Here She Comes So Fresh and Fair” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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1. Sing “Frog Went A-Courtin’” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Fermata – When you see a fermata over a note, the musical
time basically stops and you hold the note for at least half its
duration plus its original rhythm. It is used to be expressive.
1. Sing “The Sally Buck” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Eighth Note Rest – An eighth note rest is equal to a half a
beat of silence in 4/4 or 2/4 time.

When doing rhythm dictations, you can notate an eighth note rest like
this:
You can say “rest” or remain silent for half a beat when you are dictating rhythms
and see an eighth note rest.
You already know what a single eighth note looks like. When doing
rhythm dictations, you can notate a single eighth note like this if it’s a
downbeat.
You can notate it like this if it’s an upbeat.
Try saying these rhythms, or have the teacher dictate them and the student
notate them:

1.

2.
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1. Sing “I’m Gonna Sing” with rhythm syllables. For the single eighth note,
since it is an upbeat, you can simply say “de.”
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

1. Sing “Old Gray Goose” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Syncopation – Syncopation is when a song’s rhythms are
on upbeats and not downbeats.

A very common form of syncopation is the rhythm eighth
note – quarter note – eighth note. In this, the first eighth note
happens on the downbeat, the quarter note starts on the
upbeat, lasts through the downbeat, and the second eighth
note happens on the second upbeat. This rhythm lasts for
two beats.

When doing rhythm dictations, you can notate the eighth note –
quarter note – eighth note rhythm like this:
Say “doo de de” when you are dictating rhythms and see an eighth note – quarter
note – eighth note.
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Try saying these rhythms, or have the teacher dictate them and the student
notate them:

1.

2.

3.

4.

1. Sing “Ain’t I Rock Candy” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play (do not forget to repeat.)
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1. Sing “Swapping Song” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play. What can you do to make jumping from the lower register to the
upper register easier?
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Eighth Dotted Quarter – An eighth dotted quarter is two
beats long. It has the eighth note on the downbeat with the
dotted quarter starting on the upbeat and lasting for one and
a half beats.

When doing rhythm dictations, you can notate an eighth dotted quarter
like this:
Say “do de” when you are dictating rhythms and see an eighth – dotted quarter.
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Try saying these rhythms, or have the teacher dictate them and the student
notate them:

1.

2.

3.

1. Sing “Cotton-Eye Joe” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Pay attention to the sound of the next two songs – “Land of the Silver Birch” and
“Old House.” What note do you think they feel most comfortable ending on, do or
la? Play “Old House” and then play “Swapping Song” – what kinds of moods do
these two songs convey?

Internal Repeat – When you see an internal repeat in a
song like this one, you start from the beginning, play till the
repeat, go back to the beginning, then play through to the
end.
1. Sing “Land of the Silver Birch” with rhythm syllables
2. Sign and sing with G as low “la” and the Bb as “do.”
3. Play – when playing Bb, use the same technique as when playing A,
rolling your fingers onto the keys rather than picking them up and putting
them down again.
4. What note does this song end comfortably on, la or do?
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2/2 Time – Recall that in a time signature, the top note refers
to the number of beats in a measure and the bottom note is
the kind of rhythm that gets the beat. In 2/2 time, there are
two beats in a measure, and a half note gets the beat. This
means that there can be two half notes in a measure.
1. Sing “Old House” with rhythm syllables (the half notes, eighth notes, and
quarter notes can be sung the way you have been doing them even with
the time signature change, with doo and do-de).
2. Sign and sing with E as la, G as do, A as re, and B as mi. Even though
this song may feel different than ones we have sung and played
previously, remember that all the intervals (la to do, or do to mi, etc.) still
sound the same as before, so you can use that as a reference if you get
lost.
3. Play.
4. What note does this song end comfortably on, la or do?
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Try saying these rhythms, or have the teacher dictate them and the student
notate them:

1.
2.
3.

As you may have noticed, these two songs, “Land of the Silver Birch” and “Old
House” have la as their tonal center – meaning that their melodies revolve
around and end on whatever note is la. All of the songs we have played and
sung up till now have had do as their tonal center.

Minor – Minor songs have la as their tonal center. They tend
to sound sad or somber.
Major – Major songs have do as their tonal center. They
tend to sound happy and bright.
You will find that key signatures can help indicate where the
tonal center of a piece is – for example G Minor and F Major
always have Bb’s in their key signature.
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La tonal center – G Minor Pentatonic (recall that a pentatonic scale is a scale
made up of 5 notes)
1. Sing “I Got A Letter” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing – teacher and student may sing as duet. G is la, Bb is do,
and C is re.
3. Play.

La tonal center – D Minor Pentatonic
1. Sing “Big-Eyed Rabbit” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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1. Teacher plays “Whistle Daughter Whistle.”
2. What are the syllables we already know in “Whistle Daughter Whistle”? Sing
the song with just the known syllables and hum the unknown syllable.
3. Is the new syllable higher or lower than syllables we know?
4. Teacher sings exercise with solfege and hand signs to student. The new
syllable is fa – it is lower than sol and higher than mi.
5. Student sings and hand signs back.
6. Have student write out “Whistle Daughter Whistle” with rhythm shorthand and
S, F, M, R, and D over the notes.

Half-Step - Sing the last three bars of “Whistle Daughter
Whistle,” the notes going down the major scale to do. Notice
how the interval between fa and mi sounds smaller than all
the other intervals in the scale – it is called a “half-step.”
Half-steps are hard to sing in tune, which is why fa has been
introduced later than other syllables. The hand sign for fa
can help you internalize the smallness of the step, since you
are pointing down to mi.
Pentatonic scales have no half-step intervals in them, but
Major scales do.
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Do tonal center – G Major

Natural – A natural note is one that is not flat or sharp. All
notes are natural unless indicated otherwise by a key
signature or accidental.
1. Sing “Whistle Daughter Whistle” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play – notice that the B is natural and not flat.
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1. Teacher plays “Lavender’s Blue” and has student clap along to the beat.
2. Where are the strong downbeats – every 2 beats, 3 beats, or 4 beats?
3. Have the student count the beats with numbers, emphasizing 1 (1 2 3 1 2
3).
4. This is a new meter, called ¾ time – in ¾ time there are 3 beats in a
measure instead of 2 or 4. This is tricky because up till now we have been
used to there being an even number of beats in a measure, so be careful
when you play not to try to add any beats to make even numbers of beats
in measures.

Do tonal center – F Major
1. Sing “Lavender’s Blue” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Do tonal center – C Major
1. Sing “Derry Ding Dong Dason” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing – teacher and student may sing as a duet.
3. Play.

Do tonal center – F Major
1. Sing “New River Train” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Do tonal center – F Major Pentatonic

D.C. al Fine – When you see D.C. al Fine it means to play
through the piece once, then at the D.C. (Da Capo = to
head) go back to the beginning until you see the word “Fine”
(the end). The sequence of “Goodbye Ol’ Paint” is: beginning
to the repeat, back to the beginning, continue on to the D.C.,
go back to the beginning, and end at the Fine without
repeating.
1. Sing “Goodbye Ol’ Paint” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

Do tonal center – C Major Pentatonic
1. Sing “There’s a Hole in My Bucket” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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La tonal center – E Minor Pentatonic
1. Sing “Wayfaring Strangers” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Do tonal center – C Major
1. Teacher plays “Yankee Doodle.”
2. What are the syllables we already know in “Yankee Doodle”? Sing the song
with just the known syllables and hum the unknown syllable.
3. Is the new syllable higher or lower than syllables we know?
4. Teacher sings exercise with solfege and hand signs to student. The new
syllable is ti, it is lower than do and higher than la.
5. Student sings and hand signs back.
6. Teacher plays “Yankee Doodle” and student plays it back by ear.
7. Have student write out “Yankee Doodle” with rhythm shorthand and S, T, D,
R, M, and F over the notes.
Again, the interval between ti and do is small, a half-step like the interval fa to mi.
Again, the hand sign for ti can help you internalize this, as it is a finger pointing
up to do.
The student now can sing and play an entire major scale in C Major and F Major.
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Sharp – A sharp is an accidental like a flat, but it means that
the pitch will be higher than the one we normally play, as
opposed to a flat where it is lower. The sharp on the top line
of the staff means that all the Fs are sharp unless indicated
otherwise. This is the key signature of G Major.
Do tonal center – G Major
1. Sing “Billy Barlow” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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G Major has F# in it – try playing the scale with fingerings you just learned.
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Do tonal center – F Major
1. Sing “Blow Ye Winds in the Morning” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

Do tonal center – G Major
1. Sing “Music Alone Shall Live” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing – teacher and student may sing as duet.
3. Play.
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La tonal center – E Minor
1. Sing “Hush My Babe” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

Do tonal center – G Major
1. Sing “Ah! Si Mon Moine Voulait Danser!” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Do tonal center – G Major
1. Sing “Christmas Greetings” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing – teacher and student may sing as a duet.
3. Play.

Do tonal center – F Major
1. Sing “O, How Lovely” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing – teacher and student may sing as a duet.
3. Play.
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There are two fingerings for F# - the second one shown here is an “alternate
fingering”, it can be used when going from low E to low F#, so that the player
does not have to slide their pinky from one key to the other, which can be
awkward.

La tonal center – E Minor
1. Sing “Rise Up, O Flame” with rhythm syllables
2. Sign and sing – teacher and student may sing as a duet
3. Play – in “Rise Up, O Flame” the student should use the alternate
fingering for F# every time.
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Do tonal center – F Major
1. Sing “The Streets of Laredo” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.

Do tonal center – F Major Pentatonic
1. Sing “Blood on the Saddle” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing.
3. Play.
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Mixolydian - We have sung and played songs with la and
do as tonal centers, but there are other tonal centers as well.
Many folk tunes have sol as a tonal center. These songs are
in what is known as the Mixolydian mode.

Sol tonal center – G Mixolydian Pentatonic
1. Sing “I Gave My Love A Cherry” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing with G as sol, A as la, C as do, and D as re. Remember,
even with the new tonal center, the intervals will always be the same as
when you were singing major songs, so if you get confused, use that as a
reference.
3. Play.
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Sol tonal center – D Mixolydian Pentatonic
1. Sing “Johnson Boys” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing with G as do, A as re, B as mi, D as sol, E as la.
Remember, even with the new tonal center, the intervals will always be
the same as when you were singing major songs, so if you get confused,
use that as a reference.
3. Play.

Sol tonal center – F Mixolydian Pentatonic
1. Sing “Handsome Molly” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing with F as sol, G as la, Bb as do, and C as re.
3. Play.
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Dorian – Songs with re as their tonal center are in Dorian
mode.

Re tonal center – D Dorian Pentatonic
1. Sing “Shady Grove” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing with C as do, D as re, E as mi, G as sol, and A as la.
Remember, even with the new tonal center, the intervals will always be
the same as when you were singing major songs, so if you get confused,
use that as a reference.
3. Play.

Re tonal center – D Dorian Pentatonic
1. Sing “Old Betty Larkin” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing with C as do, D as re, E as mi, G as sol, and A as la.
3. Play.
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Re tonal center – D Dorian
1. Sing “Scarborough Fair” with rhythm syllables.
2. Sign and sing with C as do, D as re, E as mi, F as fa, G as sol, A as la,
and B as ti.
3. Play.

Congratulations!
You have finished the last song in this book. I hope you have enjoyed it.
Continue onto the next page for scales and a fingering chart, and some
concluding notes.
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Scales
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Index/Glossary
2/2 Time (74) Recall that in a time signature, the top note refers to the number of beats in
a measure, and the bottom note is the kind of rhythm that gets the beat. In 2/2 time, there
are two beats in a measure, and a half note gets the beat. This means that there can be two
half notes in a measure.
4/4 Time (26) Remember that in a time signature the top note is the number of beats to a
measure, and the bottom note is the kind of note that gets a beat. In 4/4 time, there are 4
beats to a measure, and a quarter note gets a beat.
Accidental (32) An accidental is a symbol such as a flat that changes the pitch of a note.
Bar Lines (15) Bar lines appear at the end of every measure.
Breath Mark (21) A comma is a place where the composer wants you to take a breath. It
usually marks the ending of a phrase of music – similar to how a period ends a sentence.
Common Time (47) Common time is another way of writing 4/4 time.
Crescendo (60) The open carrot is a crescendo – it means to get louder as you play.
Notice this song starts at mezzo forte, and at the end of the crescendo the player should
be playing forte.
D.C. al Fine (81) When you see D.C. al Fine, it means to play through the piece once. At
the D.C. (Da Capo = to head), go back to the beginning until you see the word “Fine”
(the end). The sequence of “Goodbye Ol’ Paint” is: beginning to the repeat, back to the
beginning, continue on to the D.C., go back to the beginning, and end at the Fine without
repeating.
Decrescendo (62) The closed carrot is a decrescendo – it means to get softer as you play.
Notice this song starts at piano, gets louder to a forte, and decrescendos to a piano, and
then has a small crescendo-decrescendo at the end.
Dorian (94) Songs with re as their tonal center are in Dorian mode.
Dotted Half Note (51) A dot adds half the length again of the note before it. Half of a
half note is a quarter note. A quarter note plus a half note is three beats – so in 4/4 or 2/4
time, a half note gets three beats.
Dotted Quarter - Eighth (55) When a quarter note has a dot after it, half the duration –
an eighth note - is added to it. A dotted quarter equals one and a half beats. It gets two
downbeats but only one upbeat.
Double Bar Line (9) Double bar lines indicate the end of the piece.
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Downbeat (54) When you tap your foot to a song, the part of the beat in which your foot
is traveling down is the downbeat – the first half of a beat, or the “do” in “do-de.”
Duet (52) A duet is when two people play together.
Dynamics (45) Dynamics are used to describe how loud to play. Music is like a
language, but when we talk we do not speak in a monotone. Sometimes when we are
excited we talk loudly, and other times we talk quietly. The same goes for music. When a
musician plays with dynamics, they are better able to express the meaning of the song.
Eighth Dotted Quarter (71) An eighth dotted quarter is two beats long. It has the eighth
note on the downbeat with the dotted quarter starting on the upbeat and lasting for one
and a half beats.
Eighth notes (12) One eighth note equals half a beat.
Eighth Note Rest (66) An eighth note rest is equal to a half a beat of silence in 4/4 or 2/4
time.
Fermata (65) When you see a fermata over a note, the musical time basically stops, and
you hold the note for at least half its duration plus its original rhythm. It is used to be
expressive.
Flat (32) When there is a flat in front of a note, it means that the note is a different, lower
pitch than the natural one that is usually on that space or line.
Forte (45) Forte means to play with more volume.
Half Notes (28) A half note is equal to two quarter notes or two beats in 4/4 or 2/4 time.
Half Note Rest (28) A half note rest is equal to two quarter note rests or silence for 2
beats in 4/4 or 2/4 time.
Half-Step (77) Notice how the interval between fa and mi sounds smaller than all the
other intervals in the scale – this interval is called a “half-step.” Half-steps are hard to
sing in tune, which is why fa has been introduced later than other syllables. The hand sign
for fa can help you internalize the smallness of the step, since you are pointing down to
mi. Pentatonic scales have no half-step intervals in them, but Major scales do.
Improvising (36) Improvising is when you make up something on the spot. This is a very
good skill to have as a musician, especially if you are a jazz musician – but even for those
who are not, it is a great way to exercise your ear and imagination.
Internal Repeat (73) When you see an internal repeat in a song, you start from the
beginning, play till the repeat, go back to the beginning, then play through to the end.
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Key Signature (33) A key signature indicates which notes in a piece are flat or sharp.
Ledger Lines (30) Ledger lines are a way of extending the staff to include lower notes in
a way that is easier to read than if the staff had more than 5 lines.
Major (75) Major songs have do as their tonal center. They tend to sound happy and
bright.
Measure (15) For ease of reading, music is separated into measures.
Measure Numbers (62) These help the musician keep track of where they are in the
piece. They are very useful for rehearsing in ensembles, in particular.
Mezzo Forte (47) Mezzo forte means to play medium loud – a bit softer than forte.
Mezzo Piano (53) Mezzo piano stands for medium piano. It means to play just a little
louder than piano or moderately soft.
Minor (75) Minor songs have la as their tonal center. They tend to sound sad or somber.
Mixolydian (92) We have sung and played songs with la and do as tonal centers, but
there are other tonal centers as well. Many folk tunes have sol as a tonal center. These
songs are in what is known as the Mixolydian mode.
Natural (78) A natural note is one that is not flat or sharp. All notes are natural unless
indicated otherwise by a key signature or accidental.
Octave (30) An octave is the distance between 8 notes.
Pentatonic Scale (35) Penta means five, and a scale is a sequence of notes that goes up
and down and is organized by pitch. Therefore, a pentatonic scale is a scale with just 5
notes.
Piano (45) Piano means to play softly.
Pick-Up Note (54) Pick-ups are notes that happen before strong downbeats.
Quarter Note (14) A quarter note lasts for a whole beat; it equals two eighth notes.
When you tap your foot to a steady beat, each rotation of up-and-down is a quarter note.
Quarter Note Rest (18) A quarter note rest means that the player is silent for a whole
beat (in 2/4 and other time signatures).
Repeat Sign (19) A repeat symbol means that when you finish repeat the song from the
beginning with no pause in the rhythm.
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Round (52) The first player starts alone, and when he/she gets to the number one, the
second player starts at the beginning. If there is a third player, s/he joins when the second
player is at one (or the first player is at 2).
Sharp (85) A sharp is an accidental like a flat, but it means that the pitch will be higher
than the one we normally play, as opposed to a flat where it is lower.
Solo (52) A solo is when someone plays alone.
Slur (11) A slur connecting two (or more) notes means that the player does not rearticulate or leave any silence between the notes.
Syncopation (68) Syncopation is when a song’s rhythms are on upbeats and not
downbeats.
Tie (27) When you see a slur tying two notes together that are the same note, it is called a
tie. A tie adds the rhythm of the two notes together – for example, if there are two quarter
note Cs tied together in 4/4 or 2/4 time, you hold the C for two beats.
Time Signature (15) Time signatures always appears after the clef. The top number
designates how many beats are in a measure. The bottom note tells what kind of note
(quarter note, eighth note) equals one beat.
Treble Clef (9) Every musical staff has a clef (clef is French for “key”) that indicates
how to read the spaces and lines. There are many different kinds of clefs. In a treble staff,
the curl around the second line from the bottom means that notes on that line are called
“G”.
Upbeat (54) When you tap your foot to a song, the part of the beat in which your foot is
traveling up is the upbeat – the second half of a beat, or the “de” in “do-de.”
Whole note (39) A whole note is equal to 2 half notes, or 4 quarter notes, or four beats in
4/4 time.
Whole Rest (39) A whole rest is equal to 2 half rests, or 4 quarter rests, or 4 beats of
silence in 4/4 or 2/4 time.
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Fingering Chart
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